
 Reccodo Search – Getting Started 

 

This document is a continuation of “Reccodo Getting Started Guide” and describes the 

additional steps that should be taken in order to integrate your Online Shop with Reccodo 

Search functionality.  

 

PRODUCT FEED INFORMATION 

The product feed from your website, will provide Reccodo with accurate information about your 

product range and will enable an effective content analysis. 

The feed should be in either XML or JSON format. Please refer to “Reccodo Getting Started 

Guide” for more information.  

Important! Products that are not in the product feed will not be indexed and therefore will not 

appear on the search bar.  

 

EMBED SEARCH SCRIPT 

The embedded script enables the data exchange between your website and Reccodo. The script 

needs to be present on every page with search functionality, hence we suggest including it in a 

main page template, if one is available. 

We recommend placing the code on the <head> section of the site or at least on top of the 

<body> so that it is loaded before a page renders on a browser. The script will load 

asynchronously and will not affect your page load time.  

The code will be provided by Reccodo team. 
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SEARCH INPUT TAGGING TRACKING  

In your search input field add the class "sbl-search-input" and the tag data-sbl-

lang="<language_code>" (Or any other language identifier for the respective product feed, if 

many languages). 

Respectively, you may add data-sbl-tag=”<feed_tag>” for different pricelists.  

For example:  

 
<input data-sbl-lang="en" class="sbl-search-input"> 
 

 

Add the following div as a sibling to your search input field: 

 
<div data-widget-type="searchbar-recommendations" data-widget-
uid="<your_widget_uid>" class="sbl-search sbl-search-wrapper"></div> 
 

 

SEARCH CUSTOM CSS 

Τhe last step is to add a link for the custom CSS, like the following, at a place where it is not 

overridden by other CSS files. The actual link will be provided by Reccodo Team. 

 
<link 
href="https://app.scibyl.com/static/css/<your_brand_name>_scibyl_search.css" 
rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 
 

 

 

  

 


